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WE ARE
THE ADVENTURE
COMPANY
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Axopar Adventure Video

LIVE YOUR ADVENTURE 
TOGETHER WITH US
We live to explore beyond. Our passion for the outdoor activities 
empowers you to discover places you never knew existed, to experience 
nature at its purest and to break new ground. With Axopar it is all about 
where our boats can take you on your voyage, for you to experience 
more on your journeys, and for those not choosing the most direct route.                                                                                           

Boating is all about freedom and the joy of discovery. We, at Axopar, 
want to inspire you to explore and open new perspectives. Nothing 
inspires us more in return, than seeing our boats on the water, creating 
excitement and life-long memories amongst our owners. We want to 
make boating accessible for anyone, anywhere in the world in a more 
sustainable way.

Are you ready for a new adventure? Whether it be rediscovering your 
local surroundings and scouting beyond your regular moorings in search 
for that hidden beach, finding a secluded trail or exciting diving spot, 
or relaxing with your family in the afternoon sun to simply escape your 
normal routine. 

We take you there!
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THE ADVENTURE 
JUST GOT BIGGER
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We love bringing out disruptive products that challenge the norm and 
our instantly recognisable Axopar 45 range is bound to create a lot of 
buzz. The new range has an updated design language that fuses our 
strong Axopar DNA with ample space to relax and socialize. It offers 
one of the broadest selections of options and customizations in its 
size, all in order to create each individual customer’s own ultimate 
adventurer. 
 
The boat is one of the most economical 45-footers on the market. 
Powered by triple Mercury V8 300 Verado engines, the Axopar 45 can 
cruise at speeds between 19 and 35 knots while remaining in the most 
cost-effective range. The advanced infusion lamination method used to 
manufacture hull, deck, and stringer systems that result in a lighter and 
more fuel-efficient boat.

The innovative Axopar 45 is not your typical 
recreational boat. With a completely new 
multifunctional and modular concept for a boat in 
this size, the Axopar 45 is setting a new genre for 
fast commuting – in abundant comfort and style. 

AXOPAR 45 XC CROSS CABIN
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The new series will undoubtedly attract boat enthusiasts seeking the adventurous touch that 
the smaller Axopar models offer, but with extra volume and physical deck space. The new range 
provides an excellent alternative to bigger and more expensive yachts as the 45 range boasts a 
yacht’s luxuries and handling without the price tag or maintenance commitment.

A standard feature on 
the Axopar 45 XC Cross 
Cabin are the bespoken 
gullwing doors that forge a 
seamless connection with 
the outdoors. Alternatively, 
close the doors to relax in 
the shade, or instantly be 
protected from the elements.

Integrated functions make 
the cockpit remarkably 
clean and leave the 
dashboard neat and  
clutter-free.
 
Open the dual electric 
sliding canvas roofs and 
double sliding doors to let 
in the sea breeze and sun’s 
warming rays.
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Equipped with a fully enclosed cabin and outboard engines, the first 45 ft. walk-around boat 
enables owners to speed from jetty to open water in a flash.

More standard features on 
the Axopar 45 XC Cross 
Cabin include an adjustable 
wet bar, which effortlessly 
slide on tracks to transform 
the cabin space to your 
desire, as well as a table in 
the cabin for more flexible 
use of space.

The midship balconies are conducive 
for getting on and off the boat with 
ease, creating more space, and can 
transform into a sociable seating area 
that connects to the spacious cabin 
when the sliding doors are open. This 
combination makes the 45 XC one of 
the most multifunctional and sociable 
boats on the market.
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The spacious front cabin 
has a double berth that can 
easily be transformed into 
a cozy a sofa nook during 
the day. Ambient lights that 
surround the front cabin and 
the audio system makes this 
accomodation a true place 
to relax and slow down after 
a day of adventure out on 
the sea.

The Axopar 45 Cross Cabin comes 
with a spacious dayheads as standard 
and which can be further configured 
to include a shower.
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The triple Mercury V8 300 Verado engines, the Axopar 45 can cruise at speeds between 19 and 
35 knots while remaining in the most cost-effective range, while at the same time being able to 
accelerate to 45 knots and above with ease.

From an Intelligent Steering 
Module that controls the 
bow thruster, trim tabs, and 
audio, to innovative Simrad 
navigational touchscreen 
displays with a custom built 
Axopar User Interface, the 
Axopar 45 is fitted with 
impressive technological 
features to ensure the best-
in-class manoeuvrability and 
handling.
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45 RANGE
SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Length (excl. Engine)

Beam

Draft to props 

45 XC Cross Cabin - Weight (excl. Engine) 

Passengers

Berths

Fuel capacity 

Construction 

Classification

Max speed range

Outboard engines 

Fuel consumption, cruise

Hull design

13,90 m /45ft 7in

4,11 m / 13ft 6in 

1 m (3ft 3in) 

 approx. 7000 kg (15433 lbs)

B:14 - C:16 

2 (+2)* persons 

1390 liters / 368 gal

GRP 

B – Offshore / C – Coastal 

+ 45 kts 

3 x 300hp

4,1l/nm (3 x 300hp Mercury, 25 knots) 

Twin stepped 22 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

Specifications may be changed without prior notice. Performance 
may vary due to equipment, weather and load conditions.

* Only w. optional aft cabin

The modular nature of Axopars, and our multi-platform thinking, enables you to customize 
your boat with an aft layout to suit your everyday needs. As standard, the Axopar 45 XC 
Cross Cabin comes with a spacious open aft deck. The aft deck can be also equipped with 
an optional U-sofa, Multi Storage Compartment or an Aft Cabin.

LAYOUT ALTERNATIVES FOR AFT DECK

XC Cross Cabin w. 
standard open aft deck

Sun-Top w. optional Multi 
Storage Compartment

Fastback w. optional Aft CabinSpyder w. optional Aft sofa

45 RANGE
PRESENTATION

XC Cross Cabin w. 

standard open aft deck and 

gullwing doors open

XC Cross Cabin w. optional 

multistorage compartment 

and side balconies open

XC Cross Cabin w. 

optional aft cabin and side 

balconies open

Disclaimer: All images of boats in this brochure are presented with optional equipment, some of which, may include options no longer available.We reserve the right to change or modify 
options and specifications without prior notice. 

Axopar 45 Spyder - Coming soon

Axopar 45 Sun-Top - Coming soon

Axopar 45 Fastback - Coming soon

Axopar 45 XC Cross Cabin
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AXOPAR AWARDS
Axopar is well known for its hugely successful, multi-award winning range of premium 
motorboats. Below we have gathered some of the awards that our brand has recieved:

Axopar Boats won the 2021 Marine Industry Customer Satisfaction Index 
(CSI) Award, for excellence in customer satisfaction, and was also awarded 
this title in 2019. Axopar is the only European boat manufacturer to receive 
this award in these years.

The CSI Awards honor boat and engine manufacturers who actively measure customer satisfaction 
and pursue continuous improvement. The award is an independently-measured standard of excellence 
of 90 percent or higher in customer satisfaction over the past year, surveying over 175,000 customers.

FABRIC COLORS
For the Model Year (MY) 2023, Axopar 45 is available in Silvertex marine, quality coated 
fabrics in the colours below. Petrol is standard in all MY2023 boats with Sandstone, Teal 
and Cobre as optional fabric colours.

SandstonePetrol Teal Cobre
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THE ADVENTURE 
COMPANY
Axopar, the adventure company, is one of the fastest 
growing boat brands in the world. The success derives 
from the ‘One boat, one world’ concept. It stands for 
boats that are multi-functional and accessible for the 
many, anywhere around the world. 

As a forerunner committed to continuous innovation, 
the company listens to its global community of 
Axoparians and shares the same respect and 
passion for nature. Axopar’s mission is to open new 
perspectives by bringing people out on the water 
and creating boats that make waves in the boating 
industry.

www.axopar.com
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